FLIGHT TEST | Radial-powered Aeronca Chief

Radial’s Return
As the first project to be registered under the CAA’s E-Conditions
initiative, Condor Aviation’s Aeronca Chief matched a vintage
airframe with a modern version of the traditional radial. The whole
project was completed within just six months…
Words Mark Hales Photography Ed Hicks
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Radial Aeronca

“So why did Martyn go this
route rather than via the LAA,
which is where the Aeronca is
now? Let’s just say he likes to
manage his own timetable...”

M
Facing page The
seven-cylinder Verner
is more compact than
its radial forebears,
measuring just two
feet six in diameter
Above A 76in Hercules
propeller, which could
be longer still, and also
coarser in pitch
Left Martyn Wiseman
– not a small man
Below A 36ft wing
delivers big lift.
Full-depth NACA
engine cowl is in
the mix
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aybe it’s all the rituals before
you start one, and the smoky, off-beat rumble that follows.
Possibly because it makes the aeroplane look so completely
different, spelling “aviation” and “vintage” in letters writ
large. No doubt about it, radial engines are compelling, but
it’s still hard to say exactly why. During the early years of
aviation, putting the cylinders in a ring offered plenty of
advantages. It was a good way to increase the number
within a depth – the crankcase need only be one cylinder
deep. And more cylinders equalled increased power,
although nine seems to be the limit – you can only divide
360 degrees so many times and still leave room to fit the
barrels. Cooling was easy, the cylinders were all presented
equally to the breeze, which is always a bonus when trying
to extract more from them.
Radials are exclusive now because they’re extinct from
the mainstream, and any practical advantages of the layout
have been rendered irrelevant by more modern technology
– well, post-WWII, at any rate. And the status quo wasn’t
likely to change because, until recently, there weren’t any
new radials. Only in the last decade-and-a-half have two
new radial designs appeared, each in the 100-140hp division
– the Rotec, developed by two Australian aeromodelling
brothers, and the Verner, a Czech company which had
previously made twin-cylinder engines for ultralights.
It’s likely that the business case was to supply the
nostalgia market – install one on a Kitfox and it invests
that thirties look without doing anything else – but we
should perhaps investigate further.

The big man

Enter Martyn Wiseman, businessman – he runs a ground
stabilisation company catering to the civil engineering
industry – and, as of his fortieth birthday, a passionate
aviation convert. He’s packed a lot of flying stuff into the
intervening thirteen years, including the ownership of
27 aeroplanes, one of which was an Antonov which he
ferried from the UK to South Africa. Since 2014 he’s
also been the UK agent for Verner radial engines.
Martyn is large, both of frame and personality, and
clearly not someone who does anything slowly, or by halves.
He’s the architect of the Verner radial-powered Aeronca
11AC Chief in the pictures, which started as a rescue
project (a friend of his had passed and his widow wanted to
see it completed) and then became a potential testbed for
the range of engines. There was a practical intent too.
Martyn stands six-foot-six and weighs over 300lb so the
Verner’s 117hp, instead of the original Continental’s 65hp,
might enable him to use the aeroplane as transport.
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E-Conditions
Martyn Wiseman’s Aeronca was the first project to be
registered under the CAA’s E-Conditions initiative. The
brainchild of Optica designer John Edgley – wearing
his Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) hat – and
the RAeS General Aviation Group, E-Conditions
was intended to, “Take away any excuse for not
developing new aircraft [and engines – MH]”.
It was incorporated into the CAA’s ‘GA Change
Programme’ of 2017 and if we’re sometimes wont to
see the regulator as a dead hand intent on frustrating
our every move, we should consider these proposals as
evidence of a will to change. The Change document, which
includes all the Permit IFR proposals, runs to hundreds of
pages, much of it concerned with risk assessment and how
it’ll impact existing legislation. The CAA (and the LAA) are
mandated directly by the DfT and have to report directly to
Government. If you have the patience to read it all, you’ll see
change isn’t an easy thing to accomplish.
E-Conditions sidestepped this by effectively devolving
responsibility for design and testing to a “Competent Person”,
who can be approved by any one of the LAA, the British
Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) or the RAeS. The ‘CP’ is
required to maintain a dossier that records the consideration of
a number of significant and obvious criteria. However, there’s
no requirement to submit before each modification or test
flight – the responsibility for safety is with the CP and he or she
has a nominal twelve-month interval, which can be renewed if
necessary. It’s only a test programme though, and having
gone down this road myself, it’s clear that you can’t use it in
the same way as, for example the US Experimental category –
E-Conditions specify no passengers, take off and land at the
same site, etc. Neither does it entitle application for (let alone
a guarantee of) approval when it’s finished.
Competent Person status is a serious responsibility. As one
industry insider put it, “They’ll come down on you like a ton of
bricks if something goes wrong, so make sure all the boxes are
ticked...” The key intent is freedom to build and test without
going through the whole approvals process for each mod,
which is the existing ‘B’ Conditions situation. One industry
insider reckoned that E-Conditions could save three years, or
a cost which meant they wouldn’t even start the project.
Looking back at the existing regulations, I’m still amazed
that E-Conditions is reality, but then let’s not forget SSDR
and self-certifying medicals, so maybe it’s simply the
welcome result of evidence-based risk assessment, rather
than the theoretical variety preferred by lawyers.
All of which begs the obvious question, if Wiseman’s
Aeronca was already eligible for LAA regulation and is now in
possession of an LAA Permit, why didn’t he simply go to the
LAA in the first place? Reading between the lines, that’s what
the LAA would have preferred. The simplest answer is that
Wiseman probably wouldn’t have had his project up and
running within six months. The LAA, remember, also has to
report to the CAA and DfT, and while there’s the freedom to
modify and innovate – which doesn’t exist on certified aircraft
– the LAA is still responsible for the airworthiness of its fleet
and is required by law to investigate and approve each and
any modification to the original, agreed specification.
SolidWorks Educational Edition.
For Instructional Use Only.
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The Verner Aeronca was also the UK’s first project to be
completed under E-Conditions, the CAA and Royal Aero
Society’s initiative to stimulate new design and development.
So why did Martyn go this route rather than via the LAA,
which is where the Aeronca is now? Let’s just say he likes to
manage his own timetable...

Atypical Aeronca

This particular Aeronca emerged from the factory in
Middletown, Ohio in 1939 – the second year of Chief
production – and although the basic design was
substantially revised for post-war models, all of them
look much like any high-wing, Continental-powered
volume-production aeroplane of the next few decades.
Not now though – it looks like it was made in the thirties
As with many such projects, what seemed like basic
refurbishment and reassembly of the airframe turned into
something of a remanufacture – the wings needed new
spars – and the more plentiful post-war spares, like the
windscreen, wouldn’t fit and had to be made. Meanwhile,
the desire to work to his schedule, rather than someone
else’s, meant that by the time it was finished Martyn had a
fully equipped workshop with lathe and milling machines
and a sprayshop big enough to accommodate the next one.
That – plus the airframe rebuild and the installation of the
Verner – took a whole six months. Yes, you read that
right. It included design and stressing of an engine mount
– slightly simpler perhaps in the case of a radial because the
engine is so much shallower in depth and the usual method
is a ring on which it sits – plus the design of an external
speedring, which directs air over the cylinders and a
glassfibre fairing, to go between the engine and firewall.
You can marvel at Martyn’s pace but it certainly doesn’t
show and the aircraft looks finished rather than a work
that’s still in progress. The Verner engine is modular
and there are three-cylinder (42hp), five (83hp) and
seven-cylinder versions (as of now, 124 or 137hp) with a
nine-cylinder soon to be announced. The crankcase is
magnesium and the basic engine has a single plug per
cylinder, controlled by an electronic control unit that
also handles the fuel injection, all of which can be
reprogrammed with a laptop to cater for altitude.
The Wiseman Chief’s engine has the dual-plug, dual-ECU
option, with a separate fuel injector in the plenum as safety
backup, and the 200W alternator, which is standard fit to all
variants. The weight of the Chief’s slightly earlier, 117hp
version is quoted as 178lb, about the same as a basic 65hp
Conti, which has no starter and generator, and only 10lb more
than a Rotax 914 turbo of similar power, all of which turned
out to be a pleasant surprise. A mistake in the drawings had
placed the Verner two inches further forward than the
calculations intended, but having located the W&B from the
Aeronca’s last flight in 2002, the rebuilt and remotivated
aircraft came in 20lb under the original 763lb, with a gross of
1150lb. More significantly, with the full 110lb of fuel, use of
the available 297lb for pilot and passenger (or just Martyn...)
plus a bit of baggage, was all within the CG range.
Good news, but still not very generous where big blokes
are involved, and there’s only fifteen gallons of fuel in the
front tank – there are two small wing tanks, holding about
ten gallons total, already installed but not connected.

Left The panel has been neatly extended
and reshaped with more gauges than there
were in 1939
Above The front tank holds fifteen gallons
and the cork-on-a-stick fuel gauge is
simple as it gets
Below left Light and airy – the hammock
squab and minimal seat padding liberate
leg and headroom
Below centre The current 1150lb gross is
due for a 200lb hike
Below right Roof-mounted trim winds only
a few turns, but they’re important ones
Bottom The original mag switch controls
the dual-ECUs
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Radial Aeronca

Above Radial
installation can be
really simple. Cooling
is part of the style
and you don’t need
baffles or even a
cowling. Exhaust stubs
are just visible behind
the speedring
Above The large
rudder is very
effective, makes
the ailerons work
Left Toe brakes are
a modern touch but
not necessarily
better in practice
Below Balloon tyres
create more clearance
for propeller. Compact
Beringer discs and
wheels are an
expensive but
up-to-date addition

However, the floatplane Chief 11BCS operated with a gross
of 1,253lb and the CCS Super Chief version at 1,320lb,
each featuring “minor structural modifications” so Martyn
plans to apply for an increase in due course.
The aeroplane has more presence than some of the
advance press had suggested and it stands taller than it did.
The Verner turns at a maximum 2,300rpm and cruises at
1,800-1,900rpm so the original 72-inch prop would have
been far too small. Tundra balloon tyres, on Beringer
wheels and brakes, were an attempt to gain a couple of
extra inches clearance for the 76-inch Hercules, which is
probably still a touch on the short side, as we’ll see.
Martyn also took the opportunity to revise the
hammock-type seat squab, to improve headroom, while a
very thin seat back gives a decent arm’s length from a panel
which has been extended, top and bottom, and is flat rather
than contoured. The interior feels quite spacious and it’s
light and airy, thanks in part to full-height perspex doors,
which are a nice touch and contour outwards for more elbow
room, and a half-round column instead of the stick you
might expect. The interesting bit though, is on the front.
The Verner, we are told, utilises aftermarket VW
cylinder barrels, topped with heads from a Honda
industrial engine, and why not? The makers have
presumably accepted that the engine won’t be certified
but Martyn says the company is very sensible with parts
prices, no doubt reasoning that a small profit is better
than none at all, once somebody finds out.

Starting up

Make sure all the switches are off (this is a battery and ECU,
remember?), open the drain between the bottom cylinders
and turn the engine, which makes an odd creaking noise.
You don’t really feel individual compressions either, which is
a curious detail common to most radials – fourteen blades is
the requirement, and remember to tighten the bleed screw.
Entry to the cockpit is then easier than some (think
Auster...) and there’s plenty of room for my modest
dimensions. Switch everything on – there’s a single electric
fuel pump, of which more in a moment – and the original
magneto switch still controls the dual-ECU function.
Press the starter and the engine fires instantly and idles
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straightaway, very different indeed from the leisurely, steam
engine-like chuff and grunt of a 220hp Conti – modern
injection and ignition, y’see. The stub exhausts crackle and
pop, especially when you pull the throttle back, and there’s
a fair amount of low-frequency vibration, which thrums at
the wing struts, but the Verner spins up at the touch of a
throttle, more like a motorcycle than any aviation engine,
let alone a traditional radial. Cycle the ECUs, turn on the
backup injector and turn off the mains – no change there
– then apart from warming up, that’s it.
Taxying turns out to be a bit more of a challenge. The
rudder pedals are very light with a long throw so it’s difficult
to apply the pressure needed for the toe brakes. I found that
the tailwheel break-out isn’t locking back in and the only way
to make the Aeronca turn is to drop the toe to the middle of
the opposing pedal and hold it, then push hard at the top of
the other one. A bit like old cars which have the accelerator in
the middle and the brake on the right, it’s all very well until
you have to react instinctively – like sorting out a swing on
landing. You can see why heel brakes were the period norm.
However, the take-off is so quick that none of it matters.

Soars with ease

Trim is in the roof and is wound all the way forward for
take-off – Martyn says that’s “critical” – open the throttle,
push the column forward to liberate the rudder, and I’m
airborne in as much time as it’s taken for you to read these
words. The Aeronca soars into the air with ease, as it should
with 117hp and a 36-foot wing – 175sq ft is more area than
that of the Cessna which I’m climbing to meet. Pull the
throttle back a bit, to keep the engine from going past the
2,300rpm max, and in no time I’m at 1,000ft, where best
cruise is about 1900rpm. The struts stop drumming and the
engine feels happiest, grumbling away as if it’s ticking over.
It’s all familiar in content but completely different in style.
Altitude gained so, idly, I try turning off the fuel pump. I
get it back on just before the propeller stops turning. Best
not try that again today, but I’ve had pumps pack up on
race cars, so it definitely needs another one, or maybe two.
Or even a small belt-driven, mechanical one like a
Cosworth BD of the seventies. Make it three…
Meanwhile, the ASI looks like it’s under-reading and the
cruise, according to Ian’s camera ship, is about 90mph at
1,900rpm or ten more than indicated. The prop is also
definitely too fine in pitch (or too short) but since the Aeronca
could stand even a five-fold increase in the take-off distance,
a much coarser one might get you comfortably into three
figures at similar rpm. This is still a test bed and Martyn
knows there are things which may need to be changed.
Once I get used to the different noise and the leisurely
numbers on the tachometer, the immediately tactile
parts have more to do with late-thirties Ohio than new
millennium Šumperk. Big wings have a lot of lift and a lot
of adverse yaw, the ailerons only really work in conjunction
with the rudder, all of which is fine when you aren’t trying
to formate on a Cessna which appears to be painted on the
sky. The engine’s swift response is then a nice bonus but it’s
all too easy to grab a load of altitude which I don’t need.
Freed of photographic responsibilities, the Aeronca goes
back to being a simple flyer. The extra power is always great
when you need it but the low revving style of the radial

Putting on the style
If your aeroplane has a serviceable engine, adding
radial style isn’t cheap. A 124hp Verner is £13,990,
including electronics, loom and pumps, a propeller
adds about £1,000, and there’s an engine mount
– say £1,000 at mate’s rates. Add VAT and it’s
difficult to see it coming in less than £20,000.
You could reduce that with a half-life engine, so
it’s important to compare like with like – the
Verner is a factory-new engine. A factory new
Continental O-200A is about £23,500 plus VAT, (plus
$11,000 if you don’t have a core engine to swap) and a
fuel-injected Rotax 912 is £16,976 plus VAT. Put another way, a
new Verner costs £,2,000 less than a Norvic O-200 overhaul.
There’s more than just the cost implications to consider. LAA
Chief Engineer Francis Donaldson has flown just about every
engine available, and is keen to use the Association’s lightertouch regulation to see more of them flying. But he’s also well
aware of the challenges involved – like stressing, weight and
balance, cooling, fuel systems – most of which carry a
substantial penalty if your efforts prove fallible.
Donaldson also says it’s easy to imagine that, reliability-wise,
a Verner or a Rotec should be on a par with a Continental or
Rotax, which it may well be, but that still has to be proven in
service. Even setting aside the implied differences in a certified
powerplant, the 0-200 and 912 are mature products produced
by huge corporations with massive resources.
The others have, by comparison, relatively few hours of
operation and are made by small concerns with a large amount
of enthusiasm and dedication. It could, and should, amount to a
similar operational experience but as Donaldson also points out,
the first few hundred customers inevitably end up as guinea pigs
for the new product and you and the aeroplane it has taken you
years to build can so easily end up in a field. And for how long
will there be spare parts available?
Donaldson reckons it normally takes about ten years to shake
the bugs out of a new engine and, from his LAA vantage point,
knows how radical engine choices are often set aside, or
modified back to a more proven powerplant. To keep mentioning
such things though, as Donaldson himself observes, makes him
sound like a wet blanket…
I also have to point out that plenty of certified engines do end
up in fields, usually because someone’s made a mistake, either at
the controls or in the workshop. In the case of experimentals, an
engine is much more likely to fail because of a design problem in
the installation. If one of our radials has a fundamental design
fault leading to catastrophic failure it’s likely to have shown up
by now so a more probable issue is that it won’t make TBO,
which isn’t that different from operating something old…
The economics are also different if your project has no engine
in the first place. All the above still applies, but a brand-new
radial with some modern features makes your style statement
for much the same outlay. You’ll have to clear it with the
authorities – in this country, that’s the LAA – and whatever his
personal feelings, Donaldson and his team will give you a fair
hearing, not to say some engineering assistance.
Aviation is very conservative, some would say for good
reason, but the more people who try, the more likely the
options will remain.
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Large but not little
If we accept that the size of a traditional radial
engine means it doesn’t suit modern aircraft,
until recently it was hardly an option. There have
been a great many made over the years but the
smaller ones, such as the American LeBlond and
Lambert, the British Pobjoy and the smaller
French Salmsons are now extremely rare and
parts almost impossible to find.
The American Continentals, Lycomings and
Pratt & Whitneys, which were made in much larger
numbers, aren’t only vintage but also extremely
big (typically, 450lb dry for 220hp, compared
with 260lb/200hp for a Lycoming flat-four), or
big and Russian (Vedeneyev, 360hp upwards
and 470lb). The American, seven-cylinder Warner
Scarab in 145hp and 165hp versions, made
between 1927 and 1950, and the five-cylinder
Kinner (125hp and 160hp, circa 1920-1946) were
both supplied in quantity for the military, and the
survivors have been the only realistic choice for
special and replica builders over the last few
years. Most though are committed to aeroplanes
originally fitted with them and the parts are held
by people who know what they’re worth, so they
definitely aren’t the cheap option.

engine means it never sounds busy, or for that matter,
feels aggressively overpowered. And so, all too briefly,
thanks to a (small) fuel tank which wasn’t full to start with,
it’s time for the landing, which again is thirties-style.
I’d already stalled the aeroplane, or more like made a
gentle mush downwards with the ASI off the clock, but there
are no flaps and despite a hasty sideslip, I still approach too
fast and the Chief floats most of the length of the strip. Back
up to circuit height by the end of the crosswind leg… and try
again. I remember it’s more about controlling the sink while
getting it slow enough that so it doesn’t float.
Now the aircraft feels as if it’s almost stationary a few
yards from the threshold but sinking too much to make it
safely. A poke of the knob grabs an instant fifty feet and
then I’m too fast again. The yoke is less intuitive than a
stick for big inputs but a float followed by couple of long
bounces and I’m down, heading for a gentle pirouette
right at the end, which no amount of pushing and
shoving on the pedals would arrest.
Work in progress, yes, but very little of it to do with
the basic engine installation. Martyn and test pilot and
engineer Mike Moulai have now flown for about fifty
hours in total and the only addition so far has been an oil
cooler, which had to be blanked off because it was too
efficient. There are one or two bits I’d like to see, going
forward, but it’s almost churlish to say the radial engine
makes little difference to the way the aeroplane flies,
although really, that’s how it should be.
Power delivery is just that and there’s just a bit more
of it. There are minor differences in the operation, but
those have more to do with modern electronics than
vintage cylinder layout, and the combination flies like a
larger, more capable aeroplane. The big change is in the
overall style – both visual and aural – which is very hard to
quantify, but I guess that’s why Martyn did it. After all, he
could just have installed an O-200. It would even have fitted
on the original mounts but if he had, I probably wouldn’t be
writing this.
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TECH SPECS

Radial Aeronca Chief
Swapping flat-four for round-seven

Take one thirties airframe,
and add a modern take
on a radial engine

Performance

Max speed 105mph (169kph)
Cruise speed 80mph (152.9kph)
Stall speed 28mph (64.4kph)
Range 250mi / 400mi with auxiliary
fuel tank
Service ceiling 10,800ft (3291.9m)
Take-off distance 130ft (40m)
Landing distance 500ft (150m)

Weights & loading

Max take-off weight 1,250lb (567kg)
Empty 744lb (338kg)
Useful load 504lb (229kg)

Dimensions

Wingspan 36ft (11m)
Wing area 175.5 sq ft (16.3sqm)
Length 20ft 10in (6.4m)
Height 6ft 10in (2.1m)

Spec

Airframe Steel tube, wood, fabric
Engine One x Verner 7Si, sevencylinder radial
Max power 117hp (87.5kW)
Prop Two-blade Hercules, wood
Undercarriage Taildragger, with
Beringer wheel and brake upgrade

Conversion

Condor Aviation,
Birchwood Lodge.
Market Weighton Road,
Barlby,
Selby,
North Yorks YO8 5LE
condoraviation.co.uk
hello@condoraviation.co.uk

Left The Radial
Aeronca looks very
different when
compared with today’s
tightly cowled Rotax
norm. The radial engine
adds its own style but
doesn’t compromise
the airframe in any way
– it’s still a simple flyer

